In the old versions of GrizMart/SciQuest Home/Shop page users brought up forms by clicking on hyperlinks, and catalog vendors were found by using the search bar. The below pictures illustrate these items.

In GrizMart/SciQuest version 12.3 catalog vendors and forms have been made into icons much like our punch out vendors. These items are also now grouped in to categories to help with the searching. Categories are groupings such as lab supplies, office supplies, etc. The search bar will still be available at the top of the screen.

These icons will work just like the hyperlinks did before; they have been made into icons to present a more consistent shopping experience and cleaner home page. See below screen shot which covers the icons and categories.
All other items in 12.3 on your Home/Shop page should work as before, if you have any questions or concerns please email grizmart@mso.umt.edu.